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The genesis of this study is a paper of A. A. Chuprov (1916) which reveals a very early 
understanding and manipulation (in a dispersion-theory setting) of general finitely exchange- 
able random variables: a mathematically elegant approach, allied with expectations, to 
exchangeability. (Hitherto-known historical approaches to exchangeability were in essence 
via exchangeable events.) Equally little-known consequent developments of its themes by 
Chuprov (1922) and his student Ya. Mordukh (1923) are then sketched. The work is notable 
for its mathematical precision in a statistical setting, to a degree uncharacteristic of the time; 
and for its remarkable technical insights. In particular, precise formulas relating to moments 
of the sample correlation coefficient are obtained. The concept of lack of power of statistical 
tests in distinguishing between exchangeable and independently distributed random vari- 
ables with the same marginal distributions is clearly evident. Q 1987 Academic PRSS. IX. 
Der Aufsatz hat seinen Ursprung in der Arbeit von Chuprov aus dem Jahre 1916, der ein 
sehr frtihes Verstandnis und eine Handhabung (vor einem dispersionstheoretischen Hinter- 
grund) von allgemeinen, endlich austauschbaren Zufallsvariablen verrat: ein mathematisch 
eleganter Zugang zur Austauschbarkeit, verbunden mit Erwartungen. Bisher bekannte hi- 
storische Ansatze zur Austauschbarkeit f&en im wesentlichen auf austauschbaren 
Ereignissen. Sodann werden ebensowenig bekannte aus dieser Thematik folgende Entwick- 
lungen von Chuprov (1922) und seinem Studenten Ya. Mordukh (1923) skizziert. Die Arbeit 
ist wegen ihrer mathematischen Genauigkeit vor einem statistischen Hintergrund, wie sie 
damals nicht iiblich war, und wegen ihrer bemerkenswerten technischen Einsichten beach- 
tenswert. Insbesondere werden genaue Formeln abgeleitet, die sich auf die Momente des 
Korrelationskoeffizienten der Stichprobe beziehen. Der Begriff der-mangelnden Leistungs- 
fahigkeit statistischer Tests beim Unterscheiden zwischen austauschbaren und unabhangig 
verteilten Zufallsvariablen mit denselben Randverteilungen ist klar ersichtlich. o 1987 
Academic Press, Inc. 
L’origine de cette etude est I’article de A. A. Chuprov (1916) oh l’on trouve une utilisation 
precoce de la notion de variables altatoires tiniment &changeables dans un contexte de 
theorie de la dispersion: I’echangeabilite est definie de facon mathematiquement Cltgante a 
partir des esperances des variables aleatoires, alors que, jusqu’a present, les settles intro- 
ductions de la propriete d’echangeabilite que I’on connaissait se faisaient par 
I’intermtdiaire de la notion d’evtnements &changeables. On etudie egalement les prolonge- 
ments de ces themes dans les articles ulterieurs peu connus de Chuprov (1922) et de son 
Cl&e Ya. Mordukh (1923). Ces travaux sont remarquables par leur rigueur mathematique, 
exceptionnelle dam la litterature statistique de I’epoque. et par I’originalite des techniques 
employees. En particuher ils mettent clairement en evidence le peu de puissance des tests 
qui distinguent des variables aleatoires &changeables de variables aleatoires independantes 
de mimes lois marginales. e 1987 Academic Press, 1~. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A. A. Chuprov (1874-1926) was one of the first mathematically rigorous statisti- 
cians. His work manifests several striking insights into probability theory which 
have been briefly sketched in [Seneta 1985b] and which it is our intention to 
develop here more fully. 
The genesis of his work in probability lies within two distinct statistical areas 
within which he worked prior to his contact, between 1910 and 1917, with A. A. 
Markov, which led to Chuprov’s flowering as a statistical theoretician. 
First, as is known (e.g., [Seneta 1985a]) Chuprov had been instrumental in the 
Russian development of sample survey theory. In this context, a random sample 
YI,. . ., Y, taken without replacement from a finite population of distinct read- 
ingsyi,. . . , yN, standardized for convenience so that 
2 Yi = 03 $ Yi’ = 1. 
provides one of the simplest examples of nonindependence; the random variables 
Yl, Y2r . * . 3 Y,, are not independent but are finitely exchangeable. The result 
COV(Yi, yj) = Cov( Yi, Y2) = - lI(N(N - 1)) was well known to Chuprov, and will 
make an appearance, in another guise, in our Section 3. 
S.econd, Chuprov had long been interested in the dispersion theory of binomial 
trials [Chuprov 1910; Heyde & Seneta 19771. This theory, going back to Lexis and 
Bortkiewicz, was in essence concerned with testing whether a sequence of ran- 
dom variables Xi, . . . , X,V could be regarded as a sequence of outcomes from 
independent Bernoulli trials with constant probability p of success in each, so that 
Pr{Xi = l} = p = 1 - Pr{Xi = O}. At the time of the appearance of Chuprov’s book 
[ 19091 (second edition, [Chuprov 19101) this theory was still in unsatisfactory form 
in the sense that the test criterion, called the dispersion coefficient, whose dis- 
crepancy from unity was used as a measure of deviation from the assumptions 
stated, was not properly formulated as a test statistic and/or its statistical (sam- 
pling) properties had not been rigorously determined under these (null) assump- 
tions. Markov, the leading probabilist of the time, noticed the book in 1910, which 
in turn made Chuprov aware of Markov’s work. To this point the Russian evolu- 
tion of probability and statistics had in essence followed separate paths. The year 
marked the beginning of an intense correspondence between Chuprov and Mar- 
kov [Ondar 1981; Seneta 1982b] that resulted in a focusing of Chuprov’s hitherto 
rather practically oriented work onto theory, that is, in the direction of rigorous 
mathematical statistics. One of the achievements of the correspondence is a 
proper statistical formulation of the dispersion coefficient L, and a rigorous proof 
that EL = 1. This work lies at the heart of our Section 2, and we sketch it here. 
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Suppose we consider nm independent Bernoulli trials with probability p of 
success in each, and suppose Pi is the proportion of successes recorded in the ith 
block (i = 1, . . . , m) of IZ successive trials. Then P = C~~,Pi/m is the overall 
proportion of successes. Clearly Y = (mnP(1 - P)l(mn - I)}, Z = tZX~~(Pi - P)*/ 
(m - 1) satisfy EY = ~(1 - p) = EZ. The letter No. 80, 24 March 1916, from 
Chuprov to Markov [Ondar 19811 contains a proof that EL = 1, where the disper- 
sion coefficient is defined by L = Z/Y, this being taken as unity when P( 1 - P) = 0. 
The influence of Markov is evident in the rigorous formulation and treatment. 
Additionally, we point out a number of structural features characteristic of 
Chuprov’s later work: the consideration of the exact expectation of a ratio Z/Y of 
nonnegative random variables Z and Y, in which moreover the denominator may 
vanish with nonzero probability, and the expectations of numerator and denomi- 
nator individually are the same, with a view to establishing the result E(Z/Y) = 
EZIEY = 1. 
At the root of these considerations of Chuprov is the implicit property of condi- 
tional expectation, that E(Z/Y) = Y, which, clearly, implies the result required. 
Further, L as considered above is (for Bernoulli variables) a variance ratio = 
between-samples mean square/total mean square. 
Indeed the primitive idea of a variance ratio for general random variables was 
already “in the air” at the time: it is sometimes attributed to Bortkiewicz: and 
Chuprov was a diligent reader of the available statistical literature. If Xij is thejth 
observation (j = 1, . . . , n) in the ith set of observations (i = 1, . . . , m), then we 
can take generalized L = ZIY where 
Y = 2 2 (Xij - X)2/(mn - l), Z = fZg(Xi - X)*/(m - 1) 
i-1 j-1 i=l 
with 1 the grand mean, Xi the mean of the ith block, and Y and Z respectively the 
total mean square and between-samples mean square. Chuprov was to generalize 
this version of L further, to m blocks of unequal size, and to Xij which are finitely 
exchangeable. 
All these ideas are advanced for their time, and all are brought together for the 
first time as a published article in an early paper of Chuprov [1916], where the 
concept of finitely exchangeable random variables in a variance ratio setting mani- 
fests itself implicitly in a footnote on page 1793. The most genera1 formulation is in 
Section III of that paper. A later and more accessible reworking of the same 
material is in the early sections of [Tschuprow 19181. 
The themes described above as they occur in [Chuprov 19161 are briefly expos- 
ited in Section 2 below in a modern presentation. It should be evident that this 
presentation involves some extrapolation in setting (e.g., from discrete to genera1 
variables; from scalar to matrix notation); this is done specifically to reveal the 
generality of his early ideas and the precision of his results, well ahead of their 
time. The outstanding aspect is the manipulation of finitely exchangeable random 
variables which he himself called “uniformly correlated” [Tschuprow 1923, 4691. 
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This terminology, used in a loose sense, is misleading, suggesting as it does to the 
modern reader a second-order property (constant pairwise correlation), while it is 
clear from Chuprov’s mathematics that a statistical symmetry in the mutual de- 
pendence within the whole finite set of random variables, is intended. The correct 
meaning is conveyed much better in the later terminology used by Chuprov’s 
student Mordukh [1923] (see our Section 4), namely, stochastic commutatiuity, 
and illuminated by the properties of symmetric functions which Mordukh uses 
explicitly, whereas Chuprov’s use in the context of his proof of the lemma of our 
Section 2 is implicit only. 
Chuprov is generally thought of as a foremost representative of the “Continen- 
tal” tradition of statistics; but he was well acquainted with the writings, mainly in 
Biometrika, of the then-flowering Pearsonian school of statistics (the “English 
Biometric School”), which also sought to develop a probabilistic theory of statis- 
tics. Its writings were strongly inclined to a consideration of moments of simple 
functions of random variables, since Karl Pearson was influenced by mechanics, 
and this mathematical feature appears to have come to dominate Chuprov’s sub- 
sequent work. Another feature of the English school was a strong focus on inde- 
pendence of samples and normality of distribution, which Chuprov sought to 
generalize by focusing on exact results on expectations with minimal distribu- 
tional assumptions: hence his inclination to exchangeability. A third feature of 
writings of the Pearsonian School was a marked lack of mathematical clarity and 
statistical rigor. Markov was singularly unimpressed with it [Ondar 19811; Chuprov, 
with his newly acquired rigor, and more aware of the School’s statistical signifi- 
cance, was moved to correct some of its results. Finally, one of the central 
statistical questions of the time was the measurement of association, and this 
became a focus, within which the notion of exchangeability is natural, of Chu- 
prov’s writings. (If he is remembered at all in the West it is for his book on 
correlation [Tschuprow 19391.) Thus Section 3 includes several points of contact 
with the Pearsonian School in our paper. 
However, the primary purpose of Sections 3 to 5 is to describe the little-known 
development after the Russian revolution and in emigre scientific literature of the 
remarkable prerevolution ideas of Chuprov [ 19161. 
2. CHUPROV’S BASIC RESULT AND ITS CONSEQUENCES 
The essence of Chuprov’s [ 19161 manipulations is contained in the following 
result. 
LEMMA. Suppose Xi, i = 1, . . . , s, are exchangeable random variables and let 
Q be the sample space of X = {X;}. (0 is necessarily invariant under permutation 
of its coordinates.) Suppose C is a subset (also invariant under permutation of its 
coordinates) of positive probability measure, of a; and let a symmetric function 
4(x) of s variables x = {xi}, i = 1, . . . , s. be well dejined and finite on C, with 
w#4Jwlo < 00. Let A = {aij} and B = {biJ> b e ( s x s) real matrices, with trace A 
= trace B and l’(A-B)l = 0. 
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Then 
E@(X)X’AX) = E(+(X)X’BX) 
provided that on c = LR - C we de$ne 
4(X)X’AX = E@(X)X’AXIC), c#J(X)X’BX = E(f#l(X)X’BXlC). 
Proof. 
E($G)X'AXIO = 2 mWOWflC) + C a;jE(+(X)XiXjlC>, 
i=l i#j 
where all expectations exist by assumption; 
= E(ddWX?lC) 2 aii + ~(KVX,X2lC> 3 aij 
by exchangeability; 
= E(gx>x’Bx/c). 0 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose X, A, and B are as in the lemma and E(X:) < cc. Then 
E(X’BX) = E(X’AX). 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose X, A, and B are as in the lemma, and, further, x’Ax is a 
symmetric function of X. Suppose the further conditions of the lemma are satisfied 
with 4(x) = MAX, and also that E(X!) < m. Then 
E(X’BX/X’AX) = I = E(X’BX)/E(X’AX). 
(The first equality follows directly from the lemma; the second from Corollary 1.) 
The essence of Corollary 2 may be seen by conditioning on the order statistics 
of x1, . . . ) X, fixed. Then under the conditions of Corollary 2, Y = X’AX is 
fixed, so putting Z = X’BX, we can deduce that E(ZI Y) = Y. Chuprov’s deduction 
of this equality to yield Corollary 2 as a consequence proceeded along different 
lines specific to the joint distribution of (Z, Y) being concentrated on a finite 
number of points. 
Now suppose s = ~E”=I ni exchangeable random variables X = {Xi} are consid- 
ered in successive blocks of ni, i = 1, . . . , m. Then the total sum of squares can 
be written X’(Z - s-*ll')X while the within-blocks sum of squares is X’ diag{Z - 
n;'ll'}X. Put T = (Z - s-'ll')/(s - l), W = diag(Z - n;'ll'}/(s - m), and B = {(s - 
l)T - (s - m)W}l(m - 1). It follows that 1 = trace T = trace W = trace B, and 1'Tl 
= 1'Wl = 1'Bl = 0, so from Corollaries 1 and 2 we have 
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E(X’TX) = E(X’WX) = E(X’BX). 
E(X’BXIX’TX) = 1 = E(X’WXtX’TX). 
These essentially distribution-free results on expectations (a further strong thread 
in his work) of the “between-to-total” and “within-to-total” sum of squares were 
the results actually obtained by Chuprov [1916]. 
Rather later, Geiringer [1942] obtained similar results about expectation of ra- 
tios making the more restrictive assumptions that the Xi, i = 1, . . . , s, are 
independently and identically distributed from an unspecified distribution, and 
taking ni = n, all i. She cites [Tschuprow 19181, but is under the impression that 
Chuprov is concerned only with the case of independent binomial trials. The 
notion of exchangeability is not evident in Geiringer’s work. (In [Heyde & Seneta 
1977, 571 the relative contributions of Chuprov and Geiringer are incorrectly 
assessed.) 
Note that in the lemma and its corollaries, the nature of the definition of X’BXI 
X’AX on a region c where X’AX may be 0 with positive probability allows cases 
such as the Bernoulli to be treated (the basic motivation for this definition with 
Chuprov). We take up this point in the next section. 
Finally, as is well known, Chuprov had a special subsequent interest in correla- 
tion [Tschuprow 19391, and it is possible that this was closely connected with the 
above work. This can be seen as follows (cf. [Weatherburn 1946, Sect. 341): If we 
write 
then 
L = X’BXIX’TX, (2.1) 
I?.$ s (m - l)Ll(S - 1) = 1 - (i 2 (Xij - Xi)‘/2 z (Xij - X)‘), i-1 j;l 
where we are using standard one-way analysis of variance notation for the above 
setting. Now let Yi, i = 1, . . . , m, be another set of random variables and suppose 
that a and b minimize xgr ~~~l(X;j - a - bYi)2, in which case it is well kn$wn 
from linear regression theory that this last expression can be written as (1 - Rx,,) 
xzi EJJii(X;j - x)2, where RF,~ is the sample correlation coefficient of the set (Xi, 
YJ,i= 1,. . . , m. On the other hand, it is clearly true that 
$ (Xij - u - b Y;)’ 2 2 (Xij - X.)2 I 
j=l j=l 
since sum of squares of deviations is minimized by the sample mean. Thus R$,y 5 
r$ I 1, and Ix (taking the positive square root of I$) is just the sampfe correlu- 
tion ratio (of the Xii, with any set YJ, with which Chuprov would have been 
familiar. 
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3. ON EXPECTATION OF QUOTIENTS OF CORRELATED VARIABLES 
This section is a summary of the important paper [Chuprov 19221, which con- 
tinues several of the themes of [Chuprov 19161. The 1922 paper appeared in a 
little-known Russian-language emigre scientific journal published in Berlin for a 
few years. The paper is heavily alluded to in Chuprov’s book [Tschuprow 19391, 
where some of its results appear in English. In the notes (pp. 190-194) to Chapter 
VI of the book the journal title occurs in translation as Investigations by Russian 
Scientists Abroad, and Chuprov himself describes the purpose of his paper as a 
systematic survey of methods available in his time (the book was first published in 
German in 1925) for calculating E(Z/Y). 
Soviet commentators give a more-narrow focus than we shall. Thus Karpenko 
[ 1957,302] suggests that the main purpose of the paper (for which Karpenko gives 
the wrong date and, perhaps for the political reasons of the time, does not mention 
the journal title) is to investigate ER,, where R, is the sample correlation coeffi- 
cient of a bivariate sample (following on from Chuprov’s earlier investigation of 
EL). Further on (p. 306) Karpenko states that in this paper: 
where the mathematical expectation of the sample correlation coefficient was first found, 
A. A. Chuprov revealed that apart from sampling error a systematic error [bias] exists [in 
using the sample correlation coefficient as estimator for the population correlation coefficient] 
whose size depends on the number of observations . In a later work from this seed 
grew the very important theory of estimators as they relate to those parameters which they 
aim to estimate. 
This view is echoed by [Ondar 1981, 143-1441. This work of Chuprov did not have 
the influence that it deserved (although some traces may be found; see, e.g., 
[Romanovsky 1970, Sect. 76]), even though it interacted strongly with the (Pear- 
sonian) English Biometric School, and was evolved within the central statistical 
questions of the time of measuring association. Chuprov’s adherence to mathemati- 
cal precision, under minimal distribution assumptions, was at variance with the 
mainstream (see [Pearson 1918-1919]), and he was outside of England. 
The first position to be clarified in [Chuprov 1922, Sect. I] is that of a random 
variable X whose sample points are x1, . . . , xs-l, and O/O (“undetermined”), with 
respective probabilities pl, . . . , ps. The motivation for this is clear from our 
Section 2, and the procedure is as suggested there: if an “extended” random 
variable X has undefined values outside a set C of positive probability define its 
value on c as E(XIX E C) (assuming, as in Chuprov’s case, that this is well 
defined). The net effect is to make EX = E(X[X E C). Chuprov applies this to a 
bivariate setting in his Section II: suppose (X, Y) have joint distribution given by 
pv=Pr(X=xi, Y=yj),i= 1,. . . , k;j= 1,. . . ,I,andinnindependent 
observations on (X, Y). (xi, yj) occurs nij times, with Xi occurring ni., and yj 
occurring n,j times. Assume all marginal probabilities pi. = Cjp, and p,j = Z ip;j are 
positive. Then it is exactly true that 
E(nijlni.) = pijlpi. and E{(nijlni.)(nJn,.)} = (pij/p;.)(pd-lp,.) 
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even though n;., IZ~. may be zero with positive probability (assuming in the second 
expression that i # g). The first expression had been known to hold approximately 
by Karl Pearson; Chuprov’s exact result (communicated privately by Chuprov) is 
acknowledged by Pearson [1918-19191. 
The above results use the facts that, given IZ;., the distribution Of n,j,j = 1, . . . , 
1, is multinomial with parameters ni. and pijlp;,,j = 1, . . . , 1; and that the k sets of 
random variables {nij, j = 1, . . . , I}, i = 1, . . . , k, are conditionally indepen- 
dent (conditioning the ith set on n;.). Chuprov mentions the conditional indepen- 
dence explicitly. 
In the same Section II, Chuprov [ 19221 is led to consider, for a bivariate sample 
(Xi, Yi), i = 1, . . . , n, the exact expectation and variance of the sample product 
moment correlation coefficient 
i(X;-X)(Yr r, 
R,= , I=1 n II 
d% (Xj-X)2C(Yi- Y)’ ,=I i- I 
where x = xy=i Xi/n, Y = EYE’=, Yiln in an attempt to relate it to the population 
correlation coefficient p = q,r/a~r, where cx.y = Cov(X, Y), a$ = Var X, a$ = 
Var Y, in the case when X and Y are independent. The motivation was his exact 
result on EL (see our Section 2) and the desire to address the problem of whether 
ER, = p, at least under this independence hypothesis. Because of the indepen- 
dence the random variables Ui, V, are independently distributed where 
r/i = (Xi - F)/(i (Xj - X)‘)“‘, 
.j= I 
Vi = (Yi - F)/(s (6 - Y)2J”2, 
Further, the Ui satisfy the conditions that 1 Uil 5 1, cy=l Ui = 0, x$ I CJ! = 1, and 
(on noting additionally that (xy=r Ui)* = 0) these yield EUi = EU, = 0; Var Ui = 
Var UI = l/n; COV(Ui, Uj) = E(UlUz) = - ll(n(n - 1)), the Ui’s clearly being 
exchangeable. Similar remarks apply to the Vi’S. It is then shown by Chuprov that 
under the assumed independence 
ER, = 0, Var R, = (n - I)-‘. (3.1) 
The reliance of such arguments on exchangeability is now standard (see, e.g., 
[Kingman 19781). If the denominator of R, (and hence the numerator) may vanish 
with positive probability, Chuprov’s device for defining R, in such.a situation may 
be used (since the denominator in Vi is symmetric in the variables X1, . . . , XJ so 
that the result (3.1) continues to hold. This result (3.1), the one regarded by his 
commentators as the highlight of his paper, clearly builds on his understanding of 
exchangeability. Pitman [ 19371 reobtained the result (3.1) considerably later by (in 
effect) conditioning on the order statistics of Vi, i = 1, . . . , n, and Vi, i = 1, 
2 n. Curiously, this part (Section II) of [Chuprov 19221 is only sketched in 
[T&&prow 1939, Chap. VI, Sect. 41. As is to be expected, Chuprov [1922,249] is 
aware of Fisher’s [1915] justification of “Student’s” [1908] density for the distri- 
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bution of R, in the special case when (X, Y) are uncorrelated bivariate normal, a 
specific distributional assumption which he generally tries to avoid. 
Section III is one of the important sections hardly mentioned in Tschuprow’s 
book [1939]. Its first part has its genesis in Markov’s [1916] simple upper bounds 
for the variance of L: E((L - 1)2) % 2/(m - 1) if M 2 5, in the setting of homoge- 
neous Bernoulli trials (see our Section 1). This simple result is exact, and distribu- 
tion free inasmuch as the right-hand side is independent of the success probability 
p; the appeal to Chuprov is understandable. Apart from this, he is motivated by 
the general need for finding bounds, distribution free or not, for squares of ratios 
of correlated random variables, with a view to obtaining information on variances 
generally. It eventually becomes clear in this same section that he is developing 
methodology for at least dealing with E(Ri) (as n + x) in relation to p2 without 
specific prior distributional assumptions, and he is ultimately able to prove (under 
some moment assumptions) that 
E(R;) + p?. (3.2) 
His general approach is to consider a ratio U/W of random variables. Beginning 
with the identity 
1 1 w  - E(W) 
w=E(W)- WE(W) 
he obtains (making the necessary moment assumptions) 
E (;) = g - & E { u(w --E(w))} 
E(U) E(U(W - E(W))) + =-- 
E(W) (HW2 
i.e., 
so replacing t by (2n - I), and defining E,, in the obvious way, 
E ($1 = En + (E(;))2n E { u(w -;(w))2”). (3.4) 
The first term on the right of (3.3) can be seen to arise from the now-usual power 
series expansion of W-’ about EW. The remainder term, however, enables Chu- 
prov to conclude from (3.4) that if 0 C= U/W I 1 
(3.5) 
a procedure bearing a resemblance to modern methodology for obtaining Bonfer- 
roni inequalities. 
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The first use to which Chuprov puts (3.5) is to prove (3.2) (under suitable 
moment assumptions). He then returns to the setting of his Section II to approxi- 
mate expressions such as E{(nij)‘lni. n,j} in terms ofpij, pi,, p,j and increasing powers 
of n-i. The inequality (3.5) enables him, as he says, to express this precisely as a 
finite series of such powers plus a remainder term. He goes on to examine, for 
example (pp. 260-261), the contingency table statistic 
for whose expectation and mean square deviation E([& - E(&)]*) he gets similar 
kinds of expansion. In genera1 he obtains as special consequences 
-wd) 2 ~(~*L 
E(rg) = $2 + O(n-I), where@=zF&- 1, 
1 
and 
In the situation of independence (which is better covered in [Chuprov 1939, e.g., 
p. 113]), p;j = pi,p,j, i = 1, . . . 1 k, j = 1, . . . , 1, he obtains 
E& = (k - 1)(1 - l){n-i + n-I + . . .} , 
which is almost the closed form expression (k - I)(/ - 1)&z - l), anticipating 
Haldane [1940], who glosses over the possibility that some ni, or n,j may be zero. 
The rest of Section III is devoted to similar investigations of other measures of 
association, in particular Yule’s measure of association in the case k = 1 = 2, 
where clearly 0 5 123i11&zi1~22 + 12121121)-i 5 1. 
Section IV considers critically (in regard to precision) the methodology of the 
Pearsonian School for determining expansion approximations to expressions of 
the form E(U/W) in terms of powers of n-l, recalling Pearson’s [1918-19191 
recantation. 
4. MORDUKH ON EXCHANGEABILITY 
Ya. Mordukh (= J. Morduch) is described by Tschuprow [1923, 4621 as Chu- 
prov’s pupil; the paper of interest in this section, by Mordukh [ 19231, develops the 
idea of uniform correlation (i.e., exchangeability) mentioned by Tschuprow [ 19231 
and present in the earlier papers of Chuprov [1916, 19221. This confirms that 
Chuprov had a definite comprehension of its potential. It is somewhat problemati- 
cal whether Mordukh could have been Chuprov’s pupil in a forma1 institutional 
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sense, since his paper appears in Russian in the same emigre journal as the paper 
of Chuprov [1922], which was published by the “Russkaya akademicheskaya 
gruppa v Berline” (Russian academic group in Berlin). As is well known, ex- 
changeability only came into vogue with the work of De Finetti in 1930, although 
Zabell [1982] and Daie [I9851 note contributions as early as 1924. The Chuprov- 
Mordukh work clearly anticipates these. Its strength is in the conceptually easier 
approach (once the notion of a random variable is understood) of dealing with 
exchangeable random variables (in conjunction with expectation) rather than the 
more difficult approach involving exchangeable euents. 
In the interest of brevity we shall again attempt to pick out only the central 
features. Mordukh’s motivating model is an urn model from which much of Chu- 
prov’s work derives: n tickets are drawn from an urn containing N tickets, si of 
which are marked with the number x fif, zf= ]si = N. If Yi is the number of the ticket 
drawn on the ith draw, i = 1, . . . , m, without replacement, then 
Pr(Yi = xl, Y2 = x2, . . . , Y, = x,) = (Sl)r, (S?),, . . . (sk)ri 0% . 
Weusehereforthenotation(&= ~,(~Y)@=(Y((Y- 1). . .(a--@+ l)ifp#O,a 
is a positive and p a nonnegative integer. Here ri is the number of times .x(~’ occurs 
in the n-tuple (xi, . . .,x,),so~~=,ri=n.(Ifsi=leachi= I,. . .,kandk=N, 
and we put x@) = yi, i = 1, . . . , N, we have the standard sample survey sampling- 
without-replacement situation, mentioned in our Section 1. It is clear that Pr( Y, = 
xi,, Yz = xj2, . . . , Y, = xi,) is invariant under permutation of (i,, iz, . . . , i,) 
and hence, in modern language, Y,, . . . , Y, are finitely exchangeable. 
If sampling is with replacement the situation is simpler, with 
Pr(Y1 = xl, . . . , Y, = x,,) = fi (;)‘;. 
I=1 
Mordukh’s motivation for the paper is to establish a means of going automatically 
from expectation formulas established for sets of random variables (Yi, . . . , Y,), 
which are independent and have the same marginal distribution as sets of ex- 
changeable random variables, to corresponding expectation formulas for these 
exchangeable random variables. The sampling with and without replacement is 
the prototype situation. 
Mordukh approaches the definition of exchangeability by considering (in the 
manner of Chuprov, who confined himself to such situations) n random variables 
(Yl,. . ., Y,) whose probability distribution is defined only on a finite number of 
points and focusing on their moments m(h, , h2 , . . . , h,) = E( Y!lY$2 . . . Yin). 
whereh,,h*, . . . , h, are nonnegative integers. The random variables are said to 
describe a uniform system of trials (pp. 102-103) if 
Ml, hz, . . . , ha) = &hi,, hi23 . . . , h;,J 
for arbitrary (h,, . . . , h,) and arbitrary permutation (if, . . . , i,) of (1, . . . , n). 
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Later in the paper (p. 122) he calls the invariance of Pr( Y, = yi,, Yz = yi2, . . . , Y,, 
= y;,) under permutation of (i,, il. . . . , i,) stochastic commutativity and notes 
that this is equivalent to the uniform system of trials. 
The central idea of the first part of the paper is that for an exchangeable system 
(Yl, . . . , Y,) and for an independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) set of 
random variables (XI, . . . , X,), with XI having the same distribution as Y,, 
while 
E(Yy; YTf . . . YT;> = m(l: . ._. , 1: 2, . .“. , 2: . . . . . .), 
where k; = number of times i occurred among the aj, j = 1, . . . , IZ, and E ikj = 
xi”=, (Y~ ; while 
E(X”‘Xg2 . . . ‘I Xp) = (m(l))“~(m(2))~~ . . . , 
where m(i) = E(Y’,) = m(i, 0, 0, , . . , 0). Thus once the expectation of any 
polynomial expressions involving the sum of terms of the form X;‘X;* . . . X2 
has been worked out and simplified by collection of like terms for a general system 
of i.i.d. random variables (so no m(i), i = 1, . . . , II, may be a priori assumed 
zero), with the proviso that no moments are a priori involved in the polynomial 
expression, the corresponding expression may be immediately written down for 
the exchangeable system, in terms of the m(hl, hZ. . . . , h,). 
Mordukh recognizes that it would be desirable to develop analogous relation- 
ships in terms of central moments, 
p(h,, h2. . . . > h,) = E(( Y1 - m(l))hl( Y2 - m(l))h2 . . . (Y, - m(l))hn), 
but this is not possible since ~(1) = ~(1, 0, 0, . . . , 0) = 0 always, while ~(1, h?, 
. . . ) h,) is not necessarily zero. He accordingly develops an appropriate ap- 
proach based on the quantities (which are expressible eventually in terms of the 
pu(h, . . . 9 hn)), 
Mr;s:...:k = NY, - Y2NY1 - Y3) * . . (YI - YJ(Y,+r - Yz+r)(Y~+r - Yx+r) 
. . . (Yl+r - Yl+r+xMY2+r+s - Y3+,+,) . . . -Y..+!J). 
which in the i.i.d. case become 
E{CXl - X,)(X, - X3). . . (Xl - XJMWI - X2)(X1 - X3) . * . WI - &,> 
. . . J%x, - X2WI - X3) . . . WI - &)I 
= p(r - l)j.~(s - 1) . . . p(k - I), 
where ~(a) = E(( Y1 - m(l))“) since 
E{(Xl - m(1) - (X2 - m(l))(X, - m(1) - (X3 - m(1))) 
. . (XI - m(1) - (X, - m(l)))) 
= E{(X, - m(l))‘-‘} = E{(Yl - m(l))l--l} = p(r - 1). 
Note that in the case h = 2, p(h - 1) vanishes, but so does Mps ;...: k = Mri2 ;...; A = 
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Mr;s;...;z by exchangeability. Now, it is not difficult to see that, in terms of algebraic 
variables xl, . . . , x,,, any expression of the form 
(Xi - xj)'3 i+j. integer I 2 1, 
since it can be written as 
I-I (Xi - XL + Xk - Xj) 
k#i.j 
when 2 5 t 5 n - 2, is expressible as a linear combination of the products 
(Xi1 - Xj,)(Xi, - Xi,) a . . txi, - xi,.)(+jl - Xjz)(Xjl - Xj3) 
. . . Cxjl - Xj,J(Xk, - XkJ(x!i~ - X.kJ - . * (Xkl - Xk,), 
where {i,, . . . , i,}, (ii, . . . , js}, {k,, . . . , k,} are disjoint subsets of (1, 2, . . . , 
n}. Hence for fixed integers t2, t3, . . . , t, 2 0 the same is true of 
(Xl - x$(x, - x3)13 . . . (x, - X,@, 
provided n is large enough, and hence by substituting i.i.d. X1, . . . , X,, and 
taking expectations, an expression in p(2), . . . , vL(n - 1) will result. The “equiv- 
alence” of Mris;...;k and p(r - I)&s - I) . . . ,z(k - 1) can then be used, as 
Mordukh does, to obtain expectations of quantities such as G( Y,, . . . , Y,) 
where Y,, . . . , Y, are exchangeable, where 
‘3x,, . . , x,) = n-1 i (xi - iy, 
I=1 
where X = x?=i Xi/n, provided n is large enough, in terms of the Mrzs...k and then in 
terms of p(hi, . . . , h,). 
Apart from its interest as a means of obtaining expectations of certain kinds of 
functions of exchangeable random variables once they have been calculated in the 
independent case, the above enables Mordukh (pp. 124-125) to note that if for two 
such functions F(xl, x2, . . . , xJ, @(xl, x2, . . . , x,) it is true that EF(X,, . . , , 
X,) = E@(Xi, X2, . . . , X,), where XI, X2, . . . , X, are i.i.d. with general 
marginal distribution, it is also true that EF( Y,, . . . , YJ = E+( Y,, . . . , Y,,) 
whereY,,Yl,. . ., Y,, are exchangeable. Thus such equality of expectations has 
no power to distinguish between independence and exchangeability. This point 
brings us to a fundamental motivation for the Chuprov-type investigations of 
exchangeability, which we discuss in the next section. 
5. NORMAL DISPERSION AND EXCHANGEABILITY 
The classical method, going back to Lexis and Bortkiewicz (see our Section 1) 
of testing whether a sequence of random variables XI, . . . , X, is independently 
and identically distributed, was essentially based on the empirical calculation of L 
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defined by (2.1) and on the magnitude of its deviation from unity, because of the 
fact that EL = 1 (‘normal dispersion”). 
It is already implicit in the work of Bortkiewicz on the “Law of Small Num- 
bers” [Quine & Seneta 19871 that this kind of procedure may not be powerful even 
in the presence of independence, i.e., unsatisfactory as a test for “identically 
distributed.” Chuprov [Tschuprow 19221, on the other hand, had already noted on 
the basis of his work on exchangeability that EL = 1 when the variables XI. . . . , 
X, are merely exchangeable (thus not necessarily independent, even though mar- 
ginally identically distributed), so the procedure of comparing L with unity has no 
power to distinguish between exchangeable and i.i.d. situations. Mordukh’s work 
takes this conclusion a little further in terms of equality of expectations of two 
functions. 
Mordukh refers (p. 125) to further unpublished work, claiming (with a view to 
generalization of L) that for any coefficient whose expectation is constant under 
the assumption of i.i.d. random variables, it will also be constant under the as- 
sumption of exchangeability. 
For our part we note that if any statistic has constant expectation for i.i.d. 
random variables XI, . . . , X, conditional on the values of the order statistics, 
then it will have the same conditional expectation if XI, . . . , X, are exchange- 
able (with, say, the same marginal distribution), and hence the total expectation in 
either case is just this constant. This reduces the whole problem, full circle, to a 
problem in sampling without replacement from a finite population, since fixing the 
values of the s order statistics makes equiprobable all s! permutations of them. 
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